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■ABSTRACT
The SICPAC typewriter output interface serves as a
typewriter control, provides speed buffering capability and
alters the form of the data used by the SICPAC minicomputer
into a data form useful to the typewriter.

The interface,

continuously monitors the minicomputer's central processing
unit (CPU) to determine when an output operation is inten
ded for the typewriter and initiates a sequence of functions
or operations to accomplish the tasks described above.
Outputs from SICPAC are handled either in the programmed
mode, which requires dedicated use of the minicomputer’s
registers and buses, or in the buffered mode, which allows
the minicomputer to continue with the current program by
taking advantage of the peripheral’s slower speed and con
ducting output sequences only on periodic instructional
cycles,

A decoding and driving network (DPN) is used to

convert the peven bits ASCII'character found in the CPU’s
output transfer register (DDOR) to one of 4-9 typewriter
Characters or functions.

/
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CHATTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The Department of Electrical Engineering of The;
University of Arizona is presently designing and fabri
cating a small minicomputer for educating students in the
design and operation of computers and digital hardware.
The minicomputer will be called SICPAC for Small Instruc
tional Control PAtchable Computer,

This thesis' undertakes

the interface design for an electric typewriter to be used
as an output "'device for SICPAC, . The typewriter utilized
is an IBM 7150 previously used in the IBM 7072 system,.
Most peripheral devices operate at a much slower
speed than the computer and the data characters are often
coded in different ways, thereby necessitating an "inter- .
face” between the computer and any of its peripherals.
One may visualize this interface as shown in figure 1-1,
Th e actual location of the interface hardware may vary
from design to design.

Indeed, parts of it may be co

located with the computer or with the peripheral device
or possibly with both.

Typically, an output interface

will receive data from the computer, change- it to a form
useable by the output device and pass the revised data

2

along to that device.

The control lines shown in figure

1-1 may perform such functions as the computer telling the
peripheral device when to operate or the device telling the
computer that it has completed outputting a character.

Interface

Data
Paths
Figure 1-1.

Peripheral Interface

No attempt will be made to fully describe SICPAC,
however. Chapter 2 will address the general organization
of a computer and will sufficiently define the registers
and bus layout of SICPAC so that transfer of data from the
minicomputer to the output device may be easily followed..
The chapter will also present a brief review of A Hardware
Programming Language (AHPL), the language used to describe
the sequence of output operations.
That portion of the control sequence applicable to
data output will be presented in Chapter 3 along with an
explanation of the registers, flip-flops and control lines

■’ ■ ; '
7
required to successfully output information,

3 ■

.

A control

sequence for the typewriter will also be developed in that
chapter.
The interface design will be developed in Chapter 4-,
To assist the reader? groups of logic gates which may be',
considered to perform specific functions are arranged as
entities and labeled according to their functions.

As in

the design of other SICPAC elements, diode transistor
logic (DTI) was' chosen, for the design components to provide
for maximum system compatability and to take advantage of
its noise immunity characteristics and well developed and
reliable device lines,
investigating, the operating characteristics of the
IBM 7150 typewriter proved difficult in that no operations
or maintenance literature was available.

This lack of

literature caused a great deal of inconvenience during the
design process- and prompted full regard for "worst case"
design, especially where pulse lengths and driving voltages
were-'concernedi

In this respect, it is impossible to

ascertain whether or not maximum efficiency in design and
operation of the interface has been achieved.

Because of

this aspect it was necessary to build into the design some
provision for adjusting parameters such as variation in
pulse lengths and driving voltages,.

Only after extenslye

. V:

. >

periods of operation of the interface and experimentation
with various pulse lengths and voltage levels may maximum
efficiency be approximated0

In each case where design or

operational efficiency can be affected by these parameters
it will be pointed out and an operational setting will be
suggested.
This thesis assumes the reader has some background
in computer or digital design, especially on the topics of
logic design, data transfers and some knowledge of a
hardware design language such as AHPL,

CHAPTER 2
THE SICPAC MINICOMPUTER
In this chapter a brief and rather general discussion
of the organization of a computer and an overview of the
SICPAC layout is presented.

To present a detailed layout

on the entire organization and operation of SICPAC would
serve only to confuse the,reader with more detail than is
necessary to understand how information is put into and
taken out of the computer.

As a preface to the discussion

of data output operations with the typewriter, a basic data
path will be sketched from a general purpose working
register (AC) within the central processing unit (CPU) or
from memory to an output device.

The precise requirements

and control sequence required to effect the transfer of
output data will be left until the next chapter.
This chapter will also present a brief review of
AHPL, the language used to describe SICPAC hardware
sequencing, to include those notations required in data
output operations.

For a more complete review of AHPL,

the reader is referred to Hill and Peterson (1973),
Finally, an attempt will be made to explain the
differences between programmed and buffered output
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operations, the two methods used by SICPAC for the transfer
of input or output data.

A third method, direct memory

access, is not used by SICPAC.
General Organization of a Computer
Figure 2-1 depicts the general organization of a
computer.

The hardware of a computer can be broken down

into six functional elements.

The memory may be considered

to be a storage location for information to be entered and
held until needed.

The arithmetic logic unit (ALU) is the

processing element for the computer where calculations and
logical operations are performed.

Memory

Input
ALU
Output

Control Unit

Figure 2-1.

General Organization of a Computer
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The registers, shown as blocks a-n in figure 2-1, are
used to manipulate or temporarily store data while it is
being processed by the control unit.

In most cases there

are two registers directly associated with memory, one to
address a particular memory location and' the second to
transfer data into or out of memory.

In figure 2-1, the

addressing and transferring, tasks are performed by registers
a and d respectively.
The control unit is the "nerve center" for the
computer.

It interprets instructions from memory, results

from the ALU or information from peripheral devices, and
it supervises the operation of the other computer elements.
Collectively, the memory, the ALU and the control unit are
often called the CPU,

In many eases the registers are also

considered a part of the CPU, as in figure 2-1.
. Distinctly separate from the CPU are the peripheral
devices, op input and output devices, obviously used to get
information into and out of the computer.

As is often the

case, a device such as the IBM 7150 can perform both input
and output functions.

This interface design, however,

concerns the use of the typewriter only as an output device.
The double arrows in figure 2-1 between elements of
the computer represent data paths and the single arrows
the control lines.

It is the data paths between the output

8
element and the ALU and memory elements and the control
lines to each which will become of vital: concern in this
interface design,
SICPAC Registers and Bns Layout
An understanding of the SICPAC register and bus
layout and their primary functions is essential to gather
ing an insight into the transfer of data from the computer
to an output device.

Figure 2-2. represents the general

layout of SICPAC registers and buses.

The number- in the

lower right corner of each register or below each bus
indicates the bit size of that component.
.

Busing is a convenient and economic means for

transfer of data within a computer.
with this in mind.

SICPAC was designed

Various registers feed information to

the ABUS or BBUS which provide the two input arguments to
the ALU.

The output of the ALU is connected to the OBUS

which is in turn connected back to all registers and to
memory.

Both ABUS and BBUS will handle eight separate

inputs and the OBUS twelve inputs, each input being eighteen
bits.

The ABUS and BBUS are capable of driving seven

separate loads each and the OBUS sixteen loads.

The IBUS

is an eight-input, nine-bit bus through which input data
must pass.

The nine bits are connected to the lower order

nine bits of the BBUS.

9

Input Devices
Memory
DATOUT

DDIR

IBUS

MA

AC

IR

ABUS

BBUS
Status input
from peripherals
STBUS
OBUS
CPU
Test Logic
DDOR

VV
T
Output Devices

Figure 2-2.

SICPAC Register and Bus Layout

Not all SICPAC registers are shown in figure 2-2,
however, all those registers involved in the transfer of
data to output devices or from innut devices are depicted.
The accumulator register (AC) is a general purpose working

TO
register used to ,1accumulateM the results of computations.
The output process "begins with the word in AC if it is a
, programmed output or with a word in memory if it is a buf- .
fered output,

The differences between programmed and

buffered operations will be explained, later in this chapter.
The instruction register (IR) holds each instruction
which has been read from memory.

Various bits or combina

tions of bits from each instruction word are decoded to
determine what operations are to be performed by the computer
and its peripherals.
The memory address register (MA) is used for just
what the name impliesi

it contains the address or location

in memory of the word currently being referenced or
processed,
DATOTJT is a special purpose register used only to
bring data out of memory.
DATOUT

The AHPL instruction
M1m a

is used to bring a word out of the memory location addressed
by MA and deposit it in DATOUT,

The word may then be

transferred to any other register in the system via the BBUS,
The remaining labeled registers, DDIR and DDOR^ are
the device da^a input and output registers respectively,
each associated with an input or output device.

These
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special purpose registers are nine bits each, or half a
word in length.

Each input device has assigned to it a

DDIR register interconnecting that device with the IBUS,
and each output device has assigned to it a DDOR register
serving to interconnect it with the lower order nine bits
of the GBUS,

DDIR registers are normally located with the

devices and the DDOR registers with the computer.
Data is transferred throughout the SICPAC system
shown in figure 2-2 in a two step process.

For this process

the system clock period is conveniently divided into two
phases,

and 02«

The second phase, 02? is used to advance

the state of the control sequencer which provides control
levels causing the data word being transferred to be prop
agated to and stabilized at the input of its destination.
It is then pulsed or triggered into its destination by the
first phase, 0j, of the next clock period,

A more detailed

account of how this two step transfer of data is achieved
may be found in Hill and Peterson (1973),
With this knowledge of the register and bus layout
utilized in SICPAC we can how trace the path.that a data
word must take on its way to an output device.
portrays this data path.

Figure 2-3

It may appear that there are

several registers and buses for a data word to pass through
on its way to the output device, but in actuality the data

■

;
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word is propagated from AC to DDOR in only one clock period
or from memory to DDOR in only two clock periods*

Following

a review of AHPL and the presentation of the control se
quence^ applicable to data output it should become more
readily apparent how .this is achieved.

AC

Memory

DATOUT

BBUS

I

OBUS
■

■-

1
DDOR
I
Output Device

Figure 2-3®

Data Path for Output Operations

A Hardware Programming Language (AHPL)
AHPL is a refinement of A Programming Language (APL)
developed by K. E. Iverson,

Specifically9 AHPL contains

only those statements or notations of APL which may be
directly realized by hardware.

This language is sufficient

ly basic so as to be able to describe rather complex
functions or operations.

■

-

•
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General Conventions
As in any programming language, general rules are
defined which prescribe methods for referring to data or
for specifying operations to be performed.

In AHPL the

data is simply the contents of a register or a bus, and
that data can be referred to by simply naming the register
wherein it is contained, .The notation
BBUS <-AC
means to transfer the data contained in register AC to the
BBUS,

A left pointing arrow (<?-) always specifies a

transfer of data.
The order in which AHPL statements are executed is
normally the order in which they appear.

Much of the power

of any programming language stems from the ability to de
part from a given strict order of execution.

In AHPL this

process is accomplished by “branching” operations.

The

notation
-»(27)
specifies an unconditional branch to statement number 2?
meaning that step number 27 is the next statement to be
executed,

A right pointing arrow (->) always specifies

a-branching operation.

The notation

- M I R 6 x 63 + TI 6 x 2?) ..
means to branch to statement number 63 if IR5 is one or .

to statement number 2? if IR& is zero,,

The bar above a

register or bit denotes the complement of that register
or bito
An AHPL statement often contains more than one
operation to be performed„

The order in which these opera

tions are to be performed is dictated by a right to left
rule except where parenthesis prescribe otherwise.

As in

most other languages? the expression or operation in the
innermost set of parenthesis must be performed first.

In

this respect, the number o f .right and left parenthesis
must be the same.
Operators
Table 1 lists those AHPL operators required to
perform an output operation.

It is far from a complete

list of all AHPL operators, but it is possible to com
pletely describe an output operation using these operators.
Programmed versus Buffered Output
Earlier it was stated that there are two modes for
I/O operation, programmed and buffered.

In the programmed

mode there are actually two methods which may be used to
output a character.

With the first method the current

program may cause;the CPU to check the output device period
ically to determine whether it is busy or has finished its
output operation.

Generally, this method requires the

15

Table 1„

AHPL. Operators

Name

Notation

Meaning

z<-x

NOT

Z

z^ x a y

AND

Z = 1 if

complement of X

r

= Y = 1,

otherwise Z = 0
z <-x V y

OR

Z

1 if X = 1 or if Y - 1,
otherwise Z = 0

Z^X 6 Y

EXCLUSIVE OR

Z'

z:<-®//M

COLUMN REDUCE

Zi := ®/M^ (© is any operation)

Z<r<J/X

SUFFIX VECTOR

z

z<-J/x
z < r £ (n)

PREFIX VECTOR

z

FULL VECTOR

z

Z^jfX

LEFT ROTATE

z=

1 if X ^ Y

- last j bits of X
first j bits of X
zz

vector of n 1 fs
circular left shift of X
by d places

RIGHT ROTATE

z

circular right shift of X
by j places

Z ^ X ?Y
Z = 1

CATENATE

.

z

=

z

rr 1 for one clock period

X0Xl..Xn.1Y0Y1 " V l
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program to use a waiting loop which turns out to be time
consuming.

With the second method the program masks desired

bits in an interrupt register, INTR 9 and allows the periph
eral to set an appropriate interrupt bit to indicate that it
has completed its input or output operation.

The CPU then

interrupts the current program9 stores the contents of
appropriate registers, executes the input or output oper
ation, then recals and resumes the current program.

This

second programmed method also turns out to be somewhat
inefficient due to the extra memory fetch cycles.
The buffered mode of operation can be used when
there is a block of words to be transferred into or out
of a particular continuous area of memory (Hill and
Peterson, 1973)«

Two memory locations, which contain the

starting buffer address and the number of words to be trans
ferred, must be reserved.

SICPAC reserves the first word in

memory for the starting buffer address and the second word
for the number of words in that buffer area.

Unlike the

programmed mode, which must either wait in a loop or go
through a complete interruption of the current program, the
buffered operation causes the main program to lose only one
instruction cycle for each character, whereupon control is
automatically passed back to the main program for it to
continue until the peripheral signals that it has finished
with that character and is ready to handle the next one.

CHAPTER. 3
• INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS'
In this chapter the requirements and constraints for
the operation of peripheral devices with SICPAG will be
stated.

All SICPAC peripherals have a few common require

ments which must be met for operation with the minicomputer.
These general requirements applicable to all input and out
put devices will be the first to be established.

The dis

cussion will then proceed to the more specific requirements
applicable to output devices by a presentation-of that por
tion of the CPU control sequence relevant to output opera
tions.

Finally, a control sequence to describe the type

writer interface operation will be developed.

This type-,

writer control sequence will then constitute the require
ments for the hardware design layout to be developed in the
next chapter.
General Peripheral Requirements
Initiating an I/O Operation
Each peripheral must monitor the CPU to determine
when it is being called upon to perform an input or output
(I/O) operation.

The peripherals can accomplish this by

continuously monitoring a nair of control lines, csrdy and

18
tmfrdYo which will go high to indicate that an I/O operation
is to take place.
For programmed I/O, a csrdy signal is provided to
all peripherals simultaneously, thus there must be an
addressing scheme to designate which peripheral is intended
to handle the I/O operation.

This is accomplished by using

bits IRg, IE-] q and IR-j ^ to form a three bit code identifying
one of eight peripheral devices.

Thus each peripheral

inherits an additional requirement to monitor those three
bits for programmed output addressing.

Because of the "fan

out" restrictions on the components used to construct the
IR register, the tiddress bits forming; the device code will
be shifted to the OBUS and the peripherals will in actuality
be required to monitor the first three bits of the OBUS,
After sending a csrdy signal to the peripherals the
,

CPU waits in a loop until a signal is received back from
the addressed peripheral acknowledging the I/O instruction.
This return signal is called iordy.

In order to prevent

tying up the CPU in a waiting loop, it is imperative that
the addressed peripheral return the iordy pulse as soon
as possible.
Buffered output is slightly different than programmed
output since bits IRg, IR10 and IR-^-f are not available to
the peripherals during buffered operations.

Instead, each
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peripheral is required to set a flip-flop (ST2 ) when it is
dealing with the buffer.

Consequently, when the bufrdy

signal is sent out simultaneously to all peripherals, the
peripheral which has set this flip-flop must respond.
Status Flags
Each peripheral has an additional requirement to set
one or more status flags which the CPU may interrogate to
determine status information concerning that peripheral.
The ST2 flip-flop which has already been mentioned is one of
these status flags.

Other status flags which may be used to

indicate a peripheral's state of readiness to perform an
output operation are grouped together to form a status reg
ister.

These bits may be set by the peripheral as its

status changes during an I/O cycle or by command from the
CPU.
Control Code
A command to change the operating status of a periph
eral can be accomplished through use of bits 12-17 of IR
which form a control code for I/O operations.

Recall,

however, that the IR register is not available to peripherals
during a buffered operation, so any attempts by the program
mer to alter the status of .any peripheral must be done
with a: program controlled instruction.
The standard control code, illustrated in figure 3-1?
represents a system of constraints applicable to all input

and output devices9 although any one peripheral may respond
to a given control code hit in a somewhat different manner
than another peripheral.

The bits of this standard control

code are used to designate functions to be performed and
various states or modes of operation for the peripherals.
Bit IR |2 is used to indicate whether the remaining bits of
the code are in the standard format as shown or a device
dependent format.

A zero in bit IR-^ o indicates that only

one character is transferred into or out of the computer
with each buffered I/O operation whereas a one calls for two
characters, or one word, ■frith each buffered I/O operation.
This bit has no significance for the typewriter since it can
output only one character at a time.

Bit TR-jdesignates

whether the I/O operation is to be program controlled or
buffered.
interface.

This bit is used to set ST^ in. the typewriter
Any command to start or stop a peripheral can

be given by changing bit IP^

The typewriter uses this bit

to control ST^, turning the typewriter on when I R ^ is
changed to one or off when I R ^ is changed to zero.

Bit

1R-| 5 signifies whether the operation is input or output and
has meaning only for those devices which handle both input
and output.

Bit IR^ ^ is used to define direction for

peripherals such as a tape drive which may operate in either
a forward or reverse direction.

Again, this is a bit which .

■Y 21

has no significance for the typewriter9 although the type
writer does have a backspace capability.

°ia

13
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OsProgrammed
1 sBuffered
Figure 3-1 <>

OsReverse

1 sForward

\ 0 sOutput
1s Input

OsCharacter
1 sWord

Since

17

\
xA

OsStd cmd code
1 sDev dep1code

■ Speed Buffering

16

O sStop
1 sStart
Standard Control Code

-^

the CPU works at a much faster rate than the

peripherals9 itis highly probable that it will be ready
for the next

I/O character long before the

completed its I/O cycle.

peripheral has

In order to prevent the CPU from

wasting time in some internal loop, some signal can be
given to indicate when the peripheral is ready to send or
receive data.

In this way the CPU may indicate an I/O

operation and then resume processing its current program
while waiting for the peripheral to finish its I/O cycle.
Each peripheral is therefore required to signal the CPU
when it has finished its I/O cycle.

22
In the programmed mode the peripherals must set a
flip-flop to indicate a busy or ready status and at the
completion of each I/O operation.must also set an assigned
bit in the CPU interrupt register5 INTR,

The programmer

has a choice of which status signal to use as described in
the section in the last chapter on programmed versus buffer
ed output„

Upon receiving either status signal indicating

peripheral readiness5 the program may cause the CPU control
to branch to the programmed I/O sequence if there are more
characters to input or output„
When operating in the buffered mode, each peripheral
is required to set a flip-flop (br) in the CPU when it is
ready for the next buffered operation.

This will auto

matically cause the CPU control to branch to the buffer
sequence following the current instructional cycle.

Another

flip-flop (ba) is available in the CPU to indicate whether
the buffered area is still active or if the last character
has been transferred.

The peripherals must not reset.br

following the last input or output character.
The CPU Control Sequence
The only CPU control sequence statements required
for an understanding of how the typewriter works are those
contained in the output data sequence.

Certainly a pre

sentation of the entire CPU control sequence would be

:
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superfluous and even a presentation of the full interrupt
sequence9 in which the input and output sequences are in
cluded; would he unnecessary.
For a program controlled output we can assume that
the character to be output is located in AC and that the
control sequence has progressed to step 57«

The statements

57L. BBUS <-lo9/AC
OBUS <- BBTJS
57P» DECODECo^/^/lR)//DDOR ^ ^ / O B U S
would move the character from AC to the DDOR register des
ignated by the bits IRg 9 IR^g and IR11.

The number 57 in

this example is used only as a dummy statement number.
The letter "LM represents a control level which allows the
character to be propagated through the several logic levels
to the input of its destination.

The letter "P" represents

the control pulse which triggers the character into its
destination.
The CPU is now ready to signal the output device
that an output character has been placed in its DDOR
register and instruct it to output that character. .The
statements
60L. BBUS <-oj^/IR
OBUS

BBUS

csrdy.= .1

cause the last nine bits of IR to be transferred and rotated
into the first nine bits of the 0BUS„

The output device

must now decode the first three bits of the OBUS,

If the

decoding results in. that device's number9 the device must
begin an output operation with the csrdy signal,,

The

.next CPU statement is
610 -> (iordy x 62 + iordy x 60)
which causes the CPU to wait in a loop until the addressed
peripheral responds with an iordy signal9 .causing control
to branch to step 62 and the subsequent control sequenceaFor buffered output the control sequence is some
what longer.

We. can assume that control is at step 1 and

that the output character to be transferred is located in
a memory location whose address is contained in the first word of memoryo

-Recall that whenever a peripheral is in the

buffered mode 9 it will set a flip-flop (br) in the CPU to
indicate that it has finished the previous buffered I/O
operation and is ready for the next character»

The

statement

1a ->(br x

+ br x 1a)

7b

causes control to branch to the start of the buffer sequence
at step 7*+ when this condition exists.

Otherwise control

is passed to step la which is the start of the normal in
struction cycle.

The sequence

: - ?4 l ,

a b u s <-

n w y
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OBUS<- ABUS
7bP 0

MA<-uJ13/OBUS

75P 0 DATOUT<causes an all zero vector to be placed in MA so that the
first word in memory is brought.out to DATOUT»

The DATOUT

register now contains the address in the buffer area of
the output word to be transferred.

The sequence

76L, BBUS < r - DATOUT
: 0BUS<- BBUS ■
76p„ MA^- OBUS
77P 6 DATOUT

MIMA

then causes the address to be transferred to MA so that the
desired output word can be brought out to the DATOUT
register,
SICPAC has the facility to store either a single
character or two characters in each buffer location.
characters constitute one word,

Two

A somewhat elaborate

system is employed by the CPU to determine which half of
the buffer word is to be output,

A flip-flop labeled half

will be set within the CPU to determine which half word
is to be output.

It is unnecessary to go into detail just

how this is accomplished, but the reader should now note
that each half of the eighteen bit word from the buffer
area, now in DATOUT, is compatable with the nine bit
register DDOR,

The statements
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79L, BBUS<- DATOUT
OBUS.V (half A 9VBBUS)V (half ABBTJS)
79P. DECODE(DV)//DDOR «-a?/OBUS

"

'

‘

V

‘

■

82 , bufrdy = 1
will cause the appropriate half of DATOUT to he placed in
the DDOR register addressed by DV, a three bit register
used internally by the CPU in the same manner that IR^,
IR-jQ and I R ^

are used during programmed output,

The

addressed output device must now respond to the bufrdy
signal at step 82,
The CPU control sequence next goes through a number
of steps checking to see if the final character in the
buffer area has been transferred and updating and restor
ing to the first memory location the address of the next
Sr

buffer word to be processed.

The exact sequence which

accomplishes these actions is extraneous to this account
of the typewriter output interface design.
The Typewriter Control Sequence
We are now ready to develop a typewriter control
sequence which will interact with the CPU control sequence.,
to control the output operations of the typewriter.

This

typewriter control, sequence will then become the hardware
design requirements, ;.

■.

2?
The first steps of the typewriter control sequence
must represent the actions which take place from the moment
power is applied to the interface.

The statements

1. START
2, DIVERGE(A3,B3,C3)
A3 . WAIT for keyf
B3.

WAIT for hold

C3«

WAIT for endhuf

imply that when the interface is turned on it will wait for
one of three events to happen before proceeding.
The first event which will initiate action within
the typewriter interface is a request by the CPU for the
typewriter to perform an output operation.

This event is

represented by the keying function, keyf. which occurs
whenever the CPU emits a csrdy signal while addressing the
typewriter or whenever a bufrdy signal is sent out while
the STg flip-flop in the interface is equal to one.

For

the addressing scheme, the decoding of the first three bits
on the OBUS.(IR^, IR^q and I R ^ ) can be identified as a
separatefunction and will be
if a csrdy

representedas

signal is received while devf =

devf. Then

1or if a bufrdy

signal is received while STg = 1 , the keyf event has
occurred and the typewriter is being Called on to perform
some output operation.

The keyf event may be represented

by the identity keyf = (csrdy a devf )\/ (bufrdy. AS T ^ ) .
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The typewriter interface must now decide whether the
output-.operation is buffered or programmed,,

Since csrdy is

a convenient control level signal5 branching can.be accom
plished based on the csrdy level.

The branching operation

can not be made based on STg, which may seem like a more
convenient level, because the current output operation may
be requesting a change in STp, an action which can not be
accomplished in the buffered sequence in the interface.
The statement
AH-. -> (csrdy x A5 + csrdy x A10 )
will cause a branch to step A^ for a programmed output or
to step A10 for a buffered output.
In order to preclude further output requests while
the typewriter is busy with an output operation, the inter
face must immediately set ST^ equal to zero to indicate
that it is busy with an output.

It must also return the

one clock period iordy signal to the CPU so that the CPU
wastes no time in its loop described by step 61 of the CPU
control sequence.

At the same time, the interface must

check to see if any of the bits in the control code have
been changed since the last output cycle.

For this reason

the typewriter interface must examine bits I R ^ and IR-j 5,
the two bits which affect the typewriter operation.

These

two bits, which anpear as OBUS^ and OBUS^ respectively,
must be transferred into a command, register, CR, located

in the interface,

CR is a two bit register which receives

the catenated transfer.of the two OBUS bits.

The statements

A5„ .ST1<-0
lordy = 1
CR<eOBUS^OBUS 6
will accomplish each of these described actions.

The iordy

signal is provided in its complemented form since it is
used in the CPU in that form.
The interface is now ready to examine the contents
of the command register and to respond accordingly.

The

CRq bit can be transferred immediately into ST^ to indicate
buffered or programmed operation.
A6 , ST2«e CR0
takes care of this transfer.

The statement
.

The CR^ bit contains the

OH/OFF command for the typewriter,

Since there is a finite

time involved for the typewriter motor to reach operating
speed, it is best to defer setting ST^ from CR^.until it is
determined that a change in the ON/OFF state Of the type
writer is needed.

In this way the delay required for

turning the motor on is avoided when not needed. An
EXCLUSIVE OR operation turns out to be a convenient method
for branching when comparison of states is to be made.

If

the typewriter is already in the ON/OFF state directed by
CR-j , control can be passed to a decoding and driving
network (DDN) to output the character in DDOR,

If the
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state differs, the typewriter state mnst change to agree
with CR^o

The branching statement

A?. ->((CR1 6 ST4 ) x A8 + (CR1 ® 8% ) x A10)
will cause a branch to step A10 if the ON/OFF state of the
typewriter is the same as called for by CR.| „

Otherwise, a

branch is made to step A8 where the statements
A8 „ ST^CR-,
A9.

—>

(A12)

cause the change to be made in the ON/OFF state and cause
control to branch to step A12 where a delay long enough for
the motor to reach running speed is provided.

Observe that

this delay is also caused when the typewriter is turned
off, but this delay is of no particular significance since
the output operation is obviously over and a new output
operation is highly unlikely to start in the relatively
short time of this delay.
Step A10 can be reached from either step A1* when the
interface is in the buffered mode or from step A? when the
typewriter is already in the ON/OFF state called for.

In

either case it must be assumed that an output character is
in DDOR and ready to be printed.

The expressions

A10, DD1K-DD0R
drivef <-1
are interpreted to mean that the character in DDOR is
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decoded by the decoding network in DDN and the output of
the network driven by the driving pulse drivef„
Two functions of the typewriter, tab and carriage
return, take somewhat longer for the typewriter to execute
than do the rest of the characters.

The expressions

A11 , ->((tabfVcrf) x A12 + (tabfycrf) x Ai4)
A12, Idf<—1 , WAIT
A13» —^ (1 6 )
A14. tvnef <-1 , WAIT
A1 5®

(16.)

will cause a branch to step A12 for a long delay, Idf, if
the decoded character is tab or carriage, return.

At step

At4 a normal delay long enough for the typewriter to com
plete typing a character takes place.

Step A12 can also

be reached from step A9 following the ON/OFF switching.
The delay required for the motor to reach operating speed
is somewhat less than that required for a carriage return
or the longest tab but only by an amount insignificant
enough to warrant separate delay hardware.
We now wish to take a look at the second event which
can initiate action within the typewriter interface.
Should the computer operator wish to inhibit output oper
ations by the typewriter for any reason, a switch, HOLD, is
provided which can set a function called hold to perform
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this dutyo . The hold function should -provide a blocking
action in the control sequence and should indicate a “busy *1
status to the CPU,0

When the "hold" situation is over, the

normal end of cycle signals should be returned to the CPU,
The sequence
B 3 , WAIT for hold
B4, S T ^ O
B 5. ->(16)
16. CONVERGE (A15,B5,C4)
17= WAIT for hold
will cause 8T^ to indicate a "busy" status and will wait
at step 1? for the end of the "hold" situation.
The third event which may initiate action within the
typewriter interface is endbuf,

There will conceivably be

some time when the CPU will want to.terminate a buffered
operation while the typewriter is between cycles and in a
buffered mode.

In this, situation, ST^ in the typewriter

interface is.indicating buffered status and the CPU has
set ba to zero.

The typewriter interface must now revert

to programmed mode.
endbuf = STgAba,

This can be accomplished by defining
Then the sequence
C3 , WAIT for endbuf
C4, ->(16)

will cause control to wait until the situation described
above occurs and then proceed with the normal cycle
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followed at the end of each output operation,

ST^ will

then be changed to Indicate programmed mode.
At the end of each output cycle, a signal must be
returned to the CPU to Indicate that the typewriter Is
ready to perform another output operation.

Recall that if

the typewriter is in the programmed mode it must reset ST^
to indicate "ready" and it must provide and interrupt
signal to the assigned bit in INTR,

If in the buffered

mode and there are more output characters to be transferred,
the interface must reset br in the CPU,

Therefore, a

branching operation must separate the programmed return
signals from the buffered return.signals.

The ba flip-flop

can be used to perform this branching operation since it
indicates when the buffer is active.

18,

The statements

(ba x 19 + ba x 21)

19, br<-1

20, -M2)
21,

S Ti<-1 -

INTR^«-1
s t 2 <-o

.

■

22, ->( 2 )
cause br to be reset when ba = 1 or causes ST^ to be reset
to indicate "ready", INTR^ to be set to indicate the end of
a programmed cycle and STp to be set to indicate programmed
mode when ba = 0,

The br flip-flop is used in the

:

-■

■

. 3V

complemented form in the CPU so hr is set to one when more
buffered operations are called for„

The ST^ flip-flop is

set at this point in case control was passed from the
endbuf sequence or in case the last character in the buffer
area has been, typed„

STg will already equal zero if in

the programmed mode.
The entire typewriter control sequence can be found
listed together in Appendix A.

A flow chart of the type

writer interface sequence is included as Appendix B for
those readers who find flow charts easier to interpret
than control sequences.

CHAPTER If

• THE INTERFACE DESIGN
In this chapter the hardware design of the typewriter
interface will be presented.

The chapter is characterized

by liberal use of logic diagrams in order that the reader
may .easily follow the design process and visualize the
interface hardware.

Appendix C illustrates the logic

symbol conventions adopted in this thesis.

The reader who .

wishes to refresh himself either on locic symbol s or their'
associated truth tables is referred to this appendix.
For the reader’s convenience, logic gates which may
be considered to perform a specific function will.be'
grouped together and identified by a mnemonic.

Also, a

convention for labeling individual gates' or circuits appear
ing in logic diagrams will be adopted in this chapter to
facilitate explanation of their purposes or functions and
to allow the reader to more easily follow.the development
of the hardware design.

Under this convention a number

will appear on all gates and _cif cults to facilitate cross
referencing.

The text will then.refer to any gate or

circuit by its type and assigned number..
gives an example of this labeling: method.
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Figure 4-1
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referred to
as NANDO)

referred to as
INVERTER(?)

Figure 4-1.

Logic Element Labeling Convention

Reset Function
The CPU has a provision for resetting certain flipflops and control lines to initial conditions.

This cap

ability is extended to the peripherals by extending the
CPU reset control line.

A similar reset capability is

built into the typewriter interface should the computer
operator desire to reset initial conditions within the
interface without disturbing the CPU or the rest of the
operating system.
in figure 4-2.

A reset function, resetf, is depicted

Note that the complemented form is used

since a low level on either input to AND(1) causes the
output to go low and reset initial conditions on any status
flir-flop or typewriter control sequencer flip-flop in the
interface.
Normally a floating input to an AND or a NAND gate
will register as a high level, however, it was discovered
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during the testing process that when the typewriter reset
line was allowed to float the input was insufficiently high
to provide adequate reliability for resetf.

The reset

circuit was then redesigned to switch between ground and

+5 volts as shown in figure 4-2.

CPU reset
V

RESET
470JL

0:Reset
1 :Run

OiReset
1 :Run

resetf
Figure 4-2.

Reset Function

Keying the Interface
Step A3 of the typewriter control sequence calls
for the interface to wait until a combination of csrdy and
the typewriter address (devf) is received or until bufrdy
is received while ST^ = 1 .

Figure 4-3 shows the hardware

realization of step A3 in the control sequence and the
grouping of gates is identified as keyf.

The typewriter

output device is assigned the device code 110.

The function

devf continuously monitors the first three bits of the OBUS
so that when 0BUSq,0BUS1 ^OBUS^ = 110 the output goes high.
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Then whenever a csrdy signal is received signifying the
start of a programmed output operation, the output of
NAND(5) goes low.

bufrdy>
csrdy

OBUS ?

ST0 >

resetf

devf

clrbuf
keyf
Figure 4-3.

The Keying Function (keyf)

An output operation must also be initiated whenever
a bufrdy signal is received while ST^ = 1 .

When this

condition exists the output of NAND(6 ) goes low causing
J-K(7) to change states.

When the CPU is first powered up,

a CPU reset signal is provided for a few clock periods
initially setting J-K(7)q high so that when the NAND(6)
signal is received J-K(7)q goes low.

NAND(9 ) is used to

produce an OR function as illustrated in Appendix C.

That

is, when either NAND(5) or J-K(7)q goes low, the output of
NAND(9) goes high producing the keyf signal, one of the
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three functions mentioned in Chapter 3 which, will initiate
action in the typewriter interface.

The clrbuf signal,

which is generated later in the control sequencer, is used
to return J-K(7 ) to initial conditions to ready it for
subsequent buffered outputs.
The Control Level Generator (CLG)
The keyf signal will remain high until either an
iordy signal is returned to the CPU allowing it to return
csrdy to a low level or until a clrbuf signal is generated,
depending on whether the output operation is program
controlled or buffered.

In order to obtain a one clock

period level signal which may be propagated through the
interface sequencing hardware, a control level generator,
CLG, as shown in figure ^-ha is employed.
The CLG, designed in 1972 by S. ¥. Conley, is a
logic circuit which responds to a level input of at least
two clock periods with a one clock period signal as shown
in the timing diagram in figure 4-h-b.

The input, keyf.

causes the Q output of J-K(11)' to go high on the trailing
edge of the first clock pulse following the input, signal.
The 0 output of J-K(12) goes high on the trailing edge of .
the following clock pulse.
high only when J-K(11

The AND(13) output, clgf, is

is high and J-K(12)p is low.

The

A N D O 1!-) gate is used to prevent a spike on clgf should the

4o
clock(09)
v

keyf
V

—

Q

K

0

11

T

12

K
T

J 8^ 0

=#

J Sri 0
a

resetf >
a.

CLG Logic Circuit

dock

(02)-u~LRJT_nj~u~m.j~u~Lru”Lr^LrL_
r

keyf

0
J-K(12)g
AND(14)
AND(13)_

b.

CLG Timing Diagram

Figure 4-4.

The Control Level Generator

input level change during a clock period transition.

The

reader is referred to the thesis currently being prepared
by S. W. Conley for a more detailed discussion of the CLG.

csrdy>
> to buffered
sequence

-> to programmed
sequence
iordy = 1
ST1 <e 0
Figure 4-5.

Branching to Buffered and Programmed Sequences

Since a single CLG circuit was used to initiate a
sequencer signal for both programmed and buffered outputs
it is necessary to separate programmed from buffered se
quencing at this point.

The AND(16) and NAND(17) gates

in figure 4-5 perform this branching operation.

A low

level for csrdy will cause the control signal to propagate
through AND(16 ) to the buffered sequence and a high level
will cause the control signal to propagate through N A N D O 7)
and INVERTERO9) to the programmed sequence.

The clrbuf

signal is generated by INVERTERO 8 ) and is used to clear
the buffered input signal as described previously.

The

b2

inverted signal which will be used to set ST^ to indicate
a "busy" condition and the iordy signal can be taken off
between NAND(1 7) and INVERTER(1 9).'
Command Register
We are now ready to transfer the new output command
to the command register.

The INVERTERO 9) gate through

which the programmed output control signal is propagated
is repeated in figure 4-6.

A control level leaving INVERTER

(19) is ANDed with the 0^ clock pulse and the resulting
pulse at the output of AND(20) is used to trigger OBUS^
into J-K(22) and OBTJS^ into J-K(24) which serve as CR q
and CR-) respectively.

OBUS

OBUS

20

to ST

Figure 4-6.

to ST,

The Command Register
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Status Registers
As explained in Chapter 3 s the status register ST-j
provides information to the CPU on the readiness of the
typewriter interface.

The 8T^ flip-flop is set to indicate

a ‘'busy" condition whenever the typewriter interface is
executing an output operation.

It would be desirable to

make some provision to allow the computer operator to
manually place the interface in a "hold" status for such
emergency situations as the typewriter running out of paper.
During this "hold" condition, the interface must indicate
a "busy" condition in order to preclude any CPU attempts to
conduct an output operation with the typewriter.

Since

the "hold" condition will most often extend over a large
number of clock periods, the signal indicating this condi
tion, hold, may be considered as a level input to ST^,

The

signal normally used to set ST^ to indicate a "busy" con
dition, MAND(17 ), is a one clock period signal.

The

flip-flop used to represent ST-j must be capable of respond
ing immediately to., either type of input.

The logic circuit

shown in figure H—7 was developed to provide virtually
immediate output change for either a level or a pulse input.
The rdy input represents the control signal at the end of
the typing sequence and has a normally high state.

Table 2

illustrates the truth functions for the logic circuit
used for ST^,
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HOLD
hold
0:Hold
1 :Run

resetf >
> ST

rdy >

Figure 4-7.

Table 2.

Status Register ST^

Truth Table for ST^

Inputs

Internal States

resetf NAND(1 7) hold

rdy

NAND(26) NAND(27)

Output
ST1

L

X

X

X

H

L

H

H

X

L

H

- L

H

L

H

L

X

H

L

H

L

H

X

X

L

H

L

H

*+5

The NAND(25) gate serves to provide an OR function
for either the normal "busy" input, NAHD(1 7), or hold 0
Since rdy and resetf are normally high, a low level on
either NAND(17) or hold will cause RAND(29) to go low
indicating a "busy" condition.

Likewise, a low level for

rdy while both NAND(1.7) and hold are high will cause NAND
(29 ) to be reset to a high level indicating a "ready" con
dition,.

Note that whenever resetf goes low ST-j is reset

to "heady" regardless of the other inputs.

This action is

necessary since if ST^ were set to indicate a "busy" con
dition while not actually involved in an output cycle there
would be no way to return to a "ready" condition.
There are two more status flags required in the
typewriter interface, STg and ST^,

Recall that appropriate

bits from the control code.have already been transferred
into the CR register,

A one clock period delay of the

control signal is provided by the J-K(30) flip-flop shown
in figure 4-8 to allow the output of the. CR register to be
propagated to. the 'immts of J-K(31 ) and J-K(32), which
represent STg and STi^ respectively.

The control signal is

combined with a clock pulse in the AND(33) gate to provide
a triggering pulse to transfer CR^ into STg,

In a similar

manner, the setf signal, which will, be derived later, is
combined with a clock pulse in AND(34) to transfer CR^
into ST^,

^
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J T K J T K
Q 22 0 0 24 0
T

10

K S.Q

clock^p) >

-< setf
m

m

resetf>
rr)v >
K
0

T
’d
0

110v

JL

■> Power
Relay

V
0 :Programmed
1 :Buffered
Figure 4-8.

v
STi

0 :0ff
1 : On

Typewriter
Motor

Status Flags ST^ and ST^

The ST^ flag must also be set at the end of each
programmed output cycle as required by steu 21 of the type
writer control seauence.

It is desirable to have resetf

set STg to indicate the programmed mode as an initial con
dition, so it would be convenient to combine rdv and resetf

If7

in an OR function and apply the resulting signal to the"
asynchronous input, Sd9 of the J-K(31) flip-flop.
The resetf function is also used to set an initial
condition on STif by connecting it to the Sd input of J-K(32).
Thus ST^ will be set to indicate an "off" state whenever
a reset condition exists.

A power relay switch is connected

to the STif output to implement the requirement to switch
the typewriter motor on and off.
The EXCLUSIVE OR Branch
When a change in the ON/OFF state of the typewriter
is-dictated,, the typewriter control sequence- uses an
EXCLUSIVE OR branch so that the change of state can be
made without causing the decoding and driving network (DDN)
to type the character represented in DDOR.

An EXCLUSIVE OR

operation can be realized by the logic equivalent
CR1 e STk = (C^ A STi^)v ( C R ^ STif),
The right hand side of this equivalence expression is
easily realized in logic hardware as shown in figure

9«

NAHD(36) will produce CR^ A STif while NARD(37) produces
CR-jA 8 % .

NAND(38)'> is used to realize an OR function as

illustrated in Appendix C.

The output of MAUD(38) is

CR1 © STif which can now be used to cause a branch in the
control signal propagation as it leaves J-K(30).

If the

ON/OFF state of the typewriter motor agrees with that
called for by CR-j ? it must be assumed that an output
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character is to be typed and control is passed through
NAND(4o ) toward DDN.

If the ON/OFF state of the typewriter

motor does not agree with that called for by CR^, the
control pulse is nassed through NAND(41) to trigger the
motor turn on delay Idf and to generate the setf function
used to trigger CR-j into ST^,

J

Q

T

30
to
> DDN

J

V

T

24

K

0

J

Q

T

32

K

0

> to

setf

ST,
Figure 4-9.

Branching With CR^ ® ST^

The buffered and programmed sequences must now be
joined to provide the path for a. control pulse to enter
the driving and decoding network labeled DDN.

This can be

done by once again using a NAND gate as an OR logic func
tion.

In figure 4-9, NAND(43) is used to OR the buffered

N-9
sequence signal from A'ND(16)'' and the programmed sequence
signal from NAND(^O).

The output of NAND(4.3) can now

transfer the control signal to DDN 0
Decoding and Driving Network (DDN)
Driving Fhlse (drivef)
At this point it must be mentioned that because no
specifications were available for the IBM 71 5 0 typewriter
it was difficult to determine, the original design operating
voltage and pulse width required to trigger the keying
relays in the typewriter.

The voltage range for tripping

these keying relays varied from 24vdc to 36vdc.• The 36vde
is therefore recommended as an initial operating point for
the driving network.

The components used in the interface’

driving network have a design capability to work up to
40vdc so that some small increase in driving voltage will
be acceptable,
. The typing speed of the typewriter was determined
to be approximately twelve characters per second.

This

translates to approximately 83 msec per character.

The

typewriter appeared to have a lower limit of a 10 msec
pulse width to drive the keying relays with a reasonable
degree of reliability.

However? it is highly desirable to

assure 100 percent positive keying, so a pulse width greater
than 10 msec but less than 83 msec must be selected.
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If the time required for a key to rise from the key
bed, print the character and return to the. key bed is about

83 msec and it is assumed that no driving pulse is applied
after the key strikes the ribbon, then the maximum width
of the driving pulse would be limited to approximately half
of the typing cycle, or 41,5 msec,

A driving pulse width

of 20 msec was found to key the typewriter relays with 100
percent reliability and is the pulse width recommended for
the typewriter interface.
The 20 msec driving pulse, drivef. is obtained by
using a monostable multivibrator integrated circuit.

The

mohostable circuit is characterized by a variable width
pulse output for a pulse input*

By choosing appropriate

values for external resistance and capacitance, the mono
stable circuit can provide an output pulse width from
approximately 30 nsec to 40 seconds.
The Decoding Network
A seven bit ASCII code (see Appendix D) is used by
the SICPAC minicomputer and it is this seven bit code which
will appear in bits 2-8 of DDOB,

There are several methods

which can be used to decode a.:seven bit code into the ^9
characters and functions used by the typewriter, but the
most economical method using integrated circuits available
for the construction of SICPAC is the two level decoding.

First, bits 2-5 of DDOR are decoded using quad four
input HAND gates and hex INVBRTERs in-a manner similar to
the decoding circuit shown in figure 4-10a,

The output of

the sample decoding circuit will be high when DDOR^^- = 1001
and low for all other binary values.
Next, bits 6-8 of DDOR are decoded in much the same
manner with, the exception that drivef is included as the
fourth input.

Thus the output of the sample decoding

circuit in the figure 4- 10b will be high for 20 msec when
DD0R^_g = 010 and when drivef is triggered.
In the second level of the two level decoding, the
various combinations of DDORg^^ with DDOR^ g are gated
together as shown in figure 4--10c to produce character or
function decoding.

In this example, the letter "J" is

decoded by ANDing the outputs of the two previous sample
decodings in figures 4=1Oa and 4-1 Ob.
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The Driving Network

The high output of DTL integrated circuits is
approximately 4.5v to 5v.

This voltage level is far from

sufficient to drive the typewriter keying relays which
require up to 36v for triggering, so some amplification
of the small DTL signal is necessary.

A driver circuit,

such as the one shown in figure 4-11, has been provided for
each character or function on the typewriter.

DDOR

Sample Decoding of DDORp_^

DDOR

Sample Decoding of DDOR^_g

ontnut from 4-1Oa >

output from 4-1 Ob >--Sample Second Level Decoding

Figure 4-10 .

Sample Decoding of the Letter "J"
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36v

keying
relay
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Figure 4-11.

Typewriter
_

Driver Circuit

A current of annroximately 1POma was renuired to
drive the keying relays, thus a switching transistor cap
able of handling a collector current of 120ma and a
collector-emitter voltage of at least 36v must be selected.
The 2N3904 transistor was chosen for the switching trans
istor since it more than met these minimum standards.
The diode in the collector circuit of the transistor
is of vital importance (Kintner, 1968).

If not included,

the inductive "kick" of the keying relay coils could well
result in excessive voltage across the transistor or at
least prevent the transistor from turning off, thus causing
repetitive keying.

Recall that the induced voltage in an

inductor can be expressed by the eouation

.

■

■

5 *f

which states that the current in the inductor can not be
changed.instantaneously.

The diode provides the path for

the current decay when the transistor is instantly turned
off.
The value of the base resistor,
experimentally.

was determined

By increasing the resistance until the

base voltage was insufficient to turn the transistor on,
an upper limit of 2,9 k A was found.

The lower limit of

approximately 1OOm.was determined by reducing the value
of

until the amplification of the transistor was suf

ficiently high that the 'inductive "kick" was experienced.
The.Type Delay Function (typef)
As stated earlier, the IBM 7150 typewriter requires
approximately 83 msec for. the normal-typing-cycl'd.

Another

monostable circuit is used to provide a level called- typef
which causes the control signal to be delayed for 83 msec,
thus allowing, the-typewriter to complete the typing of the
output character before the CPU is signaled that the output
cycle is complete.

Another circuit will be shown later

which works in consonance with the delay circuits to pro
duce a one clock period signal at the end of the longest
level input.
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The Long Delay Function, (Idf)
Two of the typewriter functions, tab and carriage
return, take considerably longer than 83 msec to execute.
A long delay is also needed when the typewriter motor is
turned on.

The exact length of these delays is unknown,

once again due to lack of literature on the IBM 7150, and
e
a precise length proved very difficult to determine..
.

A somewhat novel method was used to determine the
delay required for the carriage return which was obviously
the slowest to execute of the three-functions mentioned.
With the IBM 7150 it is possible to execute a carriage
\
'
••
return even while typing a character. This action was"
tried repetitively and the average number of key strikes as
the carriage returned to the left margin was determined.
Since the typing rate of the machine is approximately
twelve characters per second, the average number of char
acter strikes during a carriage return could be used to
approximate the speed of the carriage return.. In this
manner it was determined that the carriage return requires'
approximately 0.7 sec to execute.. This delay time was
thus chosen for Idf.

Because there were no better approx

imations of the. delay times involved for tab and the motor
turn on arid since .the carriage return was- the slowest to
execute of these functions, Idf can be used to provide the
lond delay for all three.
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It is now necessary for Idf to be triggered whenever
a carriage return, a tab, or a change in the ON/OFF state
of the typewriter occurs.

Once again a NAND gate is used

to perform an OR function as shown in figure 4-1 2 .

The

tabf and erf inputs represent the tab and carriage return
functions respectively and NAND(41) is the branching gate
for CR-j ® ST^ realization (see figure 4-9) which is at a
high level when a change of the ON/OFF state is dictated.
NAND(46) performs the OR function and its output is used
to drive another monostable circuit which provides the
0.7 sec Idf delay.

tabf
erf

0.7 sec
de] ay

■>. Idf

Figure 4-12. Long Delay Function (Idf)

Inhibiting Output Operations
The hold function was first mentioned in the dis
cussion of the ST-j status register where hold was used to
set ST^ to indicate a busy condition and thus inhibit any
programmed output ©-Derations.

This section will address

the additional use of the hold function to inhibit buffered
output as well as programmed output and to provide a
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capability to resume the current output operation without
resorting to use of the typewriter reset which would cause
the CPU to have to begin the output operation anew.
The next, section will present the design of a logic
circuit called endpul which will produce a one clock period
level at the end of a relatively long level input.

This

circuit is triggered either by typef or by Idf and its
output used to provide the signals indicating the end of an
output cycle9 so if some means can be found to interrupt
the normal sequencing at this point5 a.11 output operations
will be inhibited.
We can take advantage of the fact that endoul
creates an output signal only after the end of a level,
input.

Thus if the hold control line can be made to trigger

endnul and maintain a level input9 the propagation of any
potential control signal through the interface will be
inhibited and we have a ready made restarting signal when
endpul produces its output.

Figure ^-13 illustrates how

hold can be made to perform this task®.
The MAND(^8).output will go high whenever the HOLD
switch is grounded or when either Idf or typef delays are
triggered.

The monostable circuits have complemented

outputs available to provide the Idf and typef inputs shown
in figure'4-1 3.

The HAND(43) .output will remain high for
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as lone? as any one of the three conditions mentioned exists.
When the output returns to its normal low level the endnul
circuit will nroduce its output signal which is then used
to return signals to the CPU signifying the end of an
outnut operation.

To the CPU, a "hold" condition will

appear as as extra long output cycle.

Thus the CPU may

resume the output operation right where it left off.

Idf

tynef

HOLD

■»- to end pul
to ST
Figure 4-11.

Inhibiting Output Operations

Signaling the End of the Output Cycle
We turn now to the endpul circuit referred to in
the last section.

As previously pointed out, a circuit is

needed which will produce a one clock period level output
following the end of a level input extending over several
clock periods.

The one clock period signal will constitute

a re-established control signal which will be used to pro
vide appropriate signals indicating the end of the output
cycle.
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Figure 4-14a deplGts the enduul circuit and 4-14b
the associated timing diagram for the circuit.

An input

level will cause J-K(50)q to go high on the trailing edge
of the first clock pulse and J-K(54)q to go high on the
trailing edge of the subsequent clock pulse.

Meanwhile,

HAND(51) will always be an inverted form of J-K(50)q .
Note that NAND(92)'can go low only when both J-K(54)'g and
NAND(51 )-are high.'

This occurs following the. end of the

input level when J-K(90)q goes low on the trailing edge of
the first clock pulse following the return of the input to
a low level.

The NAND(51 ) output goes high at this time

and the J-K(54)q output will remain high until the next
clock pulse is complete.

INVERTER(59) is then used to

provide a positive output signal.
The one clock period endoul signal can now be used
as a control signal to indicate that the output cycle has
been completed and the typewriter is ready for another
output character.

But first, the programmed and buffered

sequences must once again be separated since the two modes
require different return signals at the end of each output
cycle.

This can be accomplished by utilizing the ba flip-

flop in the CPU.

A high level in ba indicates that there

are more characters in the buffer area and a low level
indicates either programmed output is being used or that
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resetf>
a.

endnul Logic Circuit

dock (py i j _L^u~ Lj_iJ _Ljn_jn^LJ“ m _ j_u_i_n_rL
Input____________ 1

(_________________

J-K(50)-____________ (

______________

J - K ( ? 4 ) Q __________________ I

N AND (51 )

I_____________

I_______________________

NAND(5?)

I

I

INVERTER (55)

|

___________

b.

enduul Timing Diagram

Figure 4-14.

The endnu.1 Circuit
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the buffer area is depleted and the typewriter interface
can return to the programmed mode.
Figure N--1 5 illustrates the branching operation
using ba and the loeic hardware used to implement the sig
nals signifying the end of an output cycle,

A high level

in ha will cause the control signal to branch through
NAND(^6) to provide a signal to set hr.

The HAND(56)

output is left in the complemented form since the CPU uses
hr in that form.

A low level in ba will cause the control

signal to be propagated through NAWD(^8)%

This output is

not yet the final realization for the signals signifying
the end of a programmed cycle.

Recall that there is a

third event9 endbuf, which signifies a change from buffered
mode to programmed mode and requires the same return
signals as the end of any programmed output cycle9 it would
be appropriate to have either endbuf or the HAND(58) output
provide these signals.
The output of HAND(59) will go low when the endbuf
event occurs.

This output can be used to set the J-K(61 )

flip-flop which will hold the Q output low until STg goes
low driving HAND(59) high again.

The result is a one clock

period, signal at the J-K(61)q output which may be considered
to have the same meaning as endpul to set INTR^ and,
when inverted, is used as the rdy signal.
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ba

br <-1

rdy

resetf >-

Figure 4-15.

Ending the Output Cycle

This comnletes the output cycle for the typewriter
interface.

There is no need to physically realize a return

of the control signal to the beginning of the hardware
sequence since the beginning is only a passive waiting
condition.

A new control signal will be generated for

each output cycle.
The reader is referred to Appendices E through G
for a summary of all of the registers, control lines and
functions used by the typewriter interface in its operation
with SICPAC.

Appendix H illustrates the entire logic

sequence in a single logic diagram which the reader may

'
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find easier to "understand than the piecemeal presentation
necessary, in the analysis within this chapter,

Loeic

diagrams showing the layout of each circuit hoard, used in
the typewriter output interface may be found in Appendix I,

CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
The SICPAC typewriter output interface features the
classic characteristics of any interface unit.

Basically9

it serves to control the typewriter as commanded by the
CPU, to provide a speed buffering capability and to convert
data from the form used by the minicomputer to a form
useable by the typewriter.

The functions to be controlled

were described in Chapter 3 and the hardware■implementation
required to affect the control task as well as the hardware
required to convert the data form were: discussed in
Chapter H.,.
Throughout the text, several mentions were made
concerning the lack of literature on the IBM
writer used as the output devices

y l
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This lack of literature

and the aging condition of the machine itself presented

:

several difficulties in devising a truly efficient inter
face design.

Taking nothing away from the resulting design,

it will undoubtedly require much trial and effort to
determine how best to approach maximum efficiency in oper
ating the typewriter output.

In particular, the width of

the Idf and typef signals can possibly be decreased,, thus
64
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allowing faster output operations.

It may also be possible

to decrease the driving voltage? thus increasing the mean
time between failure of the driving circuit components.
The typewriter interface had built into it two
features which are non-essential to output operations in
the strictest sense of the word.

The reset capability was

added to allow the computer operator to set initial con
ditions on the Interface components without disturbing
other SICPAC units.

The HOLD switch was also added as an

extra feature to be used at the disgression of the system
operator,

HOLD'can be used to inhibit output operations

in case of emergencies or even t o ;regenerate pulses
simulating the end of an output cycle should the operator
feel that the system is hung up.
The SICPAC typewriter interface will probably be
expanded at some future date to include input operations.
It is hoped that this output interface design proves
useful In the development of that design.

APPENDIX

A

TYPEWRITER CONTROL SEQUENCE'
1 „ START
2. DIVERGE(A3,B3,C3)

A3. WAIT for keyf
A%. ->(esrdy x A5 + csrdy x AIO)
A5. ST1 ^

0

iordy = 1
CR <- OBUS^ 0BUS6
A6. ST2 <- CR0
'A7.->( (CR1 B ST^)\x A8 + (CR-j @ ST^) x AIO)
A8 a STij. ^r~ CR-|

A9. V(A12)
A10 e'DDN < r DDOR
drivef «- T
At 1. ->( (tabf y erf) x At 2 + (tabf v erf)' x At L )
At 2. Idf «-1, WAIT.
At 3. ->(16)
A14-. typef«-1 ffl WAIT
■A15o ->(16)
B3> WAIT for E o H

.

B4C S T ^ o
-> ( 1 6 )
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C3. WAIT for endbuf
Ck,

-> (1 6 )

16„ CONVERGE(A1

Ch)

17. WAIT for hold
18.

-> (ha x 19 + ba x 21 )

19.

20.

-> (2)

21 . ST1 <- 1
ST2 ^ - 0
INTR^. <- 1

22. -»(2 )

APPENDIX B
TYPEWRITER CONTROL" FLOW CHART

Wait for keying
function

csrdy

Load command
ST.
busy
return iordy
STg < - huff/prog

change
ON/OFF

no

Wait for hold
condition

Wait for buff
seq to end
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83 msec
delay

tab or
car rtn

no

0.7 sec
delay

bnf ^
active
(ba=1 )
yes
no
reset
br

APPENDIX C
LOGIC SYMBOLS AND TRUTH TABLES
Symbol
X >—

®»-2.

Name

Truth Table

Inverter

X
L
H

And

X
L
L
H
H

Y
L
H
L
H

Z'
L
L
L
.H

X
L
L
H
H

Y
L
H
L
HI

Z
H
H
B
L

X>T_
Z

Nand

Y>J~

X>-

J

Y>—

y

K

H > o-j—

tn tn+1
X Y 0 0
II L NC NC
L H L H
H L H ■L
H H Qn Qn

Q

clock* T

Z
H
L

J-K
flip-flop
0

'X
L
Or (realized
L
with Nand
and Inverters) ' H
H
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Y
L
H
L
H

Z
L'
H
H
.H

APPENDIX D
SEVEN BIT ASCII CODE
Binary
Code

ASCII
Character/Function

1000000

@

1000001

.

Typewriter
Character/Function'
b or $

A

A

rooooro

b

b

1000011

c

c

D

D

10001 01

E

E■

1000110

F

F

1000T11

G

G

1000100

.

1001000
1001001

'

.

H

I

I

1001010

J

J

1001011

K

K

1001100

17

L

M :

M

1001101

. .

H

.

1001110

...

N.

.N .

1001111''

0-

0

1010000

P ..

P

10100011010010

. Q
.

R ' . ..
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"...

Q
R

,
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Binary
Code
1010011

ASCII
Character/Function
,

S'

Typewriter
Character/Function
S

1010100

T

T

1010101

U

U

1010110

V

V

1010111

W

W

1011000

X

X

1011001

Y

Y

1011 01 0

Z

Z

1011011.
1011100
1011101
0100000
0100001 .
0100010
0100011,
0100100
0100101
0100110
0100111
0101000
0101001
0101010
0101011
0101100

b or s

[

' b or s

\

b or $

]
b

b

!
II

b or $

#.

b or s
#

-

$

.

S
b or s

:%

+

&

b or $

e

(
.

■

■

■

b or s
b o r .$
*

)
*

+

9 '

,

9
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Binary
Code

ABC 11
Character/Function

Typewriter
Character/Function

0101101
0101110
0101111

/

/

0111010

b or S

0111011

b or

$

b or

$

<

Oil 1100

b or .S

01111 01

b or S

0111110

>

0111111

'■?:

0001001

Tab

0001 01 0

Line Feed

Red Ribbon

0001100

Form Feed

Black Ribbon

00011 01

'

b or $

Carriage Return

Tab.

Carriage Return

0110000

0

0

0110001

1

1

011 001 0

'

,

0110011

2

2

'

3

3

011 01 00

4

4

011 0101

7

5

01.10110

6

0110111

•,

.

J7 ;

0111000

- '/ 8 - ,

0111001

9

.

6
7

■Li ■ 8
‘9 ' '

.

APPENDIX E
REGISTERS
Mnemonic

Name

Purpose or Output Meaning .

AC

Accumulator

Accumulate results of
computations

CR

Command
Register

Receives output command
instructions

CR

Os Programmed Output
1 sBuffered Output

0

0 sTypewriter OFF
1 s T y p e w r ite r ON

CR1
DATOTJT

Data Out
Register

Receives data words from
memory -

DDIR

Device Date
Input Register

Receives input characters
from peripheral

DDOR

Device Data
Output Register

Receives output character
for peripheral

INTR.

Interrupt
Register

Contains interrupt information
OsNo interrupt
is Interrupt by typewriter

INTRC
IR

Instruction
Register

Contains information for
instruction cycle

MA

Memory Address
Register

Addresses memory

ST

Status Register

Contains status information
.concerning'peripheral
OsBusy
1 sReady

ST1

7k

Mnemonic
ST
2
STj.

Name

Purpose or Ontraat Meaning;
0;Programmed Output
1 sBuffered Output
Os Typewriter OFF
1;Typewriter ON

APPENDIX F
CONTROL LINES
Mnemonic

Meaning;

ba

0:Buffer inactive
1:Buffer active

br

0; Programmed I/O branch
1 ;Buffered I/O branch

bufrdy

Os Normal
1 sInitiate buffered I/O

csrdy

0 sNormal'
1 sInitiate programmed I/O

iordy

OsPeripheral received I/O
command
1 sNormal

reset(CPU)

OsReset
1 sRun
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APPENDIX G
FUNCTIONS
Mnemonic

Meaning

erf

0:Not carriage return
1 rDeeode as carriage return

devf

.0;Not typewriter address
1:Typewriter address

drivef

0 iNormal
1:Drive output character/function

endbuf
1

0 1Normal
1;Buffer operation has ceased

endpul

OfNormal
1 fGenerated at end of level input

hold

OfHold
1 fRun

keyf

OfNormal
1 fInitiate output cycle

Idf •

OfNormal
1 fDelay 0.7 sec

rdy

0:Set ST, to "ready"
1 fNormal
,

setf

O fNormal
1 fTrigger 6R^ into ST^ •

tahf

OfNot tah
1 fDecode, as tab

typef

OfNormal
1 fDelay 83 msec
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APPENDIX H:

TYPEWRITER INTERFACE LOGIC DIAGRAM
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br

MOv

46

chf

D D hl

|27,

ST,

35

ST,
T 22

T 24

crg
T 3G

470^.

HOLD

RESIT
C P U rg»jgt>-
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a p p e n d i x :i

CIRCUIT BOARD LOGIC DIAGRAMS
The logic diagrams in this appendix represent all
i
connections made between the pins of each integrated
circuit used in the typewriter interface.

The diagrams,

also very closely approximate the actual physical layout
of the circuit boardse

Integrated circuit pin numbers

appear to the left of each connection.

The board"terminal

identifications represent the inputs or outputs to the
board by designating: appropriate., control .lines .or ..functions
or other terminal board connections.

Some sample terminal

identifications are described below.

1-13

connects to terminal 13 on board no. 1

H=0101

decoding of high order bits o f .DD0R=0101

L=100

decoding of low order bits of DD'0R=100

(5)

decoding of the number 5? undriven

"A"

decoding of the letter A, driven

DDOR^

bit six from DDOR
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8 0

0D0Z 3
DO0R.1
ODOKz.
H •igoc

zc

Typewriter Control Card No. 1 (TCC-1)
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— KJ
-W

n

r®
pd>=i

22

q |q q

a ctiQ
Typewriter Control Card No. 2 (TCC-2)
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•'o~

Kr

r-E

yss /?74 71/6

IIS
Typewriter Control Card No. 3 (TCC-3)

2c
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■
—K H

[

K}

—<

y -

21

u

Typewriter Control Card No. 4 (TCC-4)
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24k.m

Typewriter Control Card No. 5 (TCC-5)

8 5

o

V- <N

-o

—W I % —
|C

f- rJ

12_

o

u
in

0.1

Typewriter Control Card No, 6 (TCC-6)
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